Symmetrical Asymmetrical Factorials Main Effect Plans
chapter 8 factorial experiments - iit kanpur - chapter 8 . factorial experiments . factorial experiments
involve simultaneously more thanone factor each at two or more levels. several factors affect simultaneously
the characteristic under study in factorial experiments and the experimenter is interested in the main effects
and the interaction effects among different factors. discrete discrepancy in factorial designs - springer evaluate the uniformity of factorials. in this paper we give linkages among uniformity measured by the discrete
discrepancy, generalized minimum ... discrete discrepancy in factorial designs hong qina;b and kai-tai fangb
afaculty of mathematics and statistics, central china normal university, wuhan 430079, china s~)-n(-l)(s-l)n
(s~)2nix*'x*! - core - this offers a new approach to the construction of generalized main effect plans for both
symmetrical and asymmetrical factorials. two theorems of raktoe and federer [1970] for the 2n factorial are
extended to include the sn facto-n rial (theorems 2.1 and 2.2) and the n s. factorial (theorems 2.3 and 2.4). . ' .
i=l 1 in. statistical package for factorial experiments (spfe) 1 - fractional factorial gives regular
fractional factorials for main effects alone, or main effects and two factor interactions. selection of option
balanced confounded designs provides a list of commonly used balanced confounded designs for symmetrical
and asymmetrical factorial experiments. the details of v1104747 orthogonal main-effect plans
permitting ... - to construct asymmetrical orthogonal resolution v designs from base plans which are
symmetrical orthogonal resolution v plans. we prove that the col- lapsing technique can be used to construct
orthogonal main-effect resolution v designs for n two-level factors and m three-level factors from a resolution
iv statistical package for factorial experiments 1.0: spfe 1 - regular fractional factorial plans for
symmetrical factorial experiments. the data are analyzed as per procedure of blocked/ unblocked designs for
single factor experiments. the treatment sum of squares can be partitioned into sum of squares due to main
effects and interactions. a null hypothesis on any contrast of interest can also be tested.
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